Success Story

Rügenwalder Mühle Carl Müller GmbH & Co. KG, Bad Zwischenahn, Germany

Transparent Electronic Data Traffic?
It’s Simple with it.x-EDIconnect
Thanks to it.x-EDIconnect, we can implement a quick and
efficient connection with existing and new business partners.
Bernd Wilken, Information Technology, Rügenwalder Mühle Carl Müller GmbH & Co. KG

Challenges
■ Predecessor product m@gic EDDY obsolete and
no longer being further developed
Benefits
■ Simplified operability and individual user
interface
■ 3-stage monitoring (log, technical, and functional
monitoring) makes every EDI process transparent
■ Connection of business partners easy to
implement
■ Extensive mapping library

Solution
it.x-EDIconnect

■

Why itelligence?
Many years of trusting cooperation
■ Experienced itelligence consultants with in-depth
process understanding
■ Extensive industry expertise
■

Go-live on one key
date – all processes
and partners at the
same time

Good and smooth
cooperation –
skilled contacts also
on the customer side
who played an important
role in the efficient
operation

Transparent Design of EDI Communications

development of intuitive administration,

Now in its sixth generation, Rügenwalder Mühle

configuration, and monitoring screens specific to

Carl Müller GmbH & Co. KG is one of the most

specialist departments is possible here. The constant

important and most well-known food manufacturers

optimization of the monitoring can be carried out

in Germany. So that the professional processing of its

hand in hand thanks to the more efficient information

electronic data interchange with business partners

search. Processes that have been executed incorrectly

can continue to be maintained, the company decided

can also be repeated at any time after they have been

to replace its existing solution with the itelligence

corrected.

product.
Optimization of Communications
Efficient Connection of Business Partners

The ability to track the business processes is

Developed by itelligence, it.x-EDIconnect allows an

simplified enormously and the operations conducted

optimized connection with customers and suppliers

by the staff are made easier thanks to document-

so that the exchange of electronic data is guaranteed.

specific search options, for example by invoice

The connection with each business partner is made

number. It is possible to communicate with

possible using adapters such as X.400, AS2, or File

customers and suppliers quickly thanks to the

Share.

transparent transmission of data, which in turn
increases the ability to respond to orders. Markus

All the standard data formats for exchanging orders,

Runkel, project manager at itelligence AG, and Bernd

invoices, and delivery receipts, such as VDA and

Wilken, project manager at Rügenwalder Mühle,

EDIFACT, are supported. So Rügenwalder Mühle has

report that the cooperation during the project was

at its disposal all the technical requirements for all

extremely positive, which was reflected very clearly in

electronic communication channels, whatever the

the trusting and confident project atmosphere. The

needs on the supplier or customer side.

many years of cooperation in particular had made it
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possible to swiftly implement the project.
User-Friendly Interfaces
By using it.x-EDIconnect, Rügenwalder Mühle benefits
from a user-friendly and modern interface that can be
accessed simply through an Internet browser. The
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